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Abstract: The evolution of revolutionary computational paradigms has been witnessed in terms of the pervasive systems which not only offer evolving service portfolio but also integrated sensor data from variable sources but surfaces various challenges of data interaction, integration and adaptation. This research has been provisioned with the comprehensive focus on pervasive devices user interaction, access control modeling, identity management, trust and service discovery modeling. In addition, we also proposed a deep insight into Pervasive computing characteristics, risks, and risks models, environmental, ethical and social impacts. We have explored pervasive computing environment risk models by considering social, human and environmental risks. This state of art will create a case for developing new models for access control, identity, trust, risk management in ubiquitous or pervasive computing environments. The paper has implemented the benchmarking of smart applications by a smart tool by gathering various application and business metrics to improve software performance. This research has also implemented the cloud readiness of a pervasive power reader application for PaaS environment using a smart vendor solution. The cloud readiness score is evaluated by questionnaire qualitative information and source code scan. Various boosters and roadblocks are found out to give score to cloud readiness for any application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The things that seem to be everywhere have been widely developed by integrating, communicating and distributing the computations in people lives, workspaces. The pervasive devices have made human life very promising by implementing moving interactions with intelligent systems with digital infrastructure. The pervasive calm technology has the ability to communicate to any device via any network without awareness of embedded technology. The self-adaptive solutions are the major attractions in ubiquitous environments which envisage complex computational environments demanding heterogeneous devices communicating with different sensitivities. The contextual data gathered about surrounding by pervasive devices helps to provide context aware non- intrusive services to users. The current most profound technologies come under Mark Weiser’s vision of pervasive or ubiquitous computing. But these devices envision so many challenges and risks which were never faced in traditional computing paradigms. This research addresses all key aspects in pervasive computing risks, access control, user interaction, identity management, risks assessment, privacy concerns, trust management, impacts and challenges encountered. Various search engines like Springer, Elsevier, and IEEE Explore have been unearthed to gather the relevant information. The paper is parted into various sections to introspect analysis on pervasive systems definition, characteristics, and risks, models for risk management access control, identity, trust management, service discovery, privacy, impacts and challenges.

II. BASICS: PERVERSE COMPUTING

This section deals with the Pervasive computing definition, characteristics, risks, applications and challenges faced by this computing environment.

A. Definition

Mark Weiser proposed the definition of ubiquitous/pervasive computing as the methodology used to increase computer usage by building several computing resources available throughout the physical environment by making them invisible to the user [1]. The Pervasive devices are either the computing devices carried by human beings or the infrastructure devices embedded in the surrounding environments [2]. Marcia Riley introduced pervasive computing as the calm technology where technology becomes virtually invisible in human lives [1]. The major trends in computing includes transition
from mainframe to desktop to pervasive computing. This computing utilizes embedded systems and portable devices for saturating the users with wireless environments that include actuators or sensors for interaction amongst human and machines. The technologies of pervasive capabilities are integrated into everyday life [3, 4, 5]. The complex meshed ubiquitous environment is as depicted in the Fig. 1 as shown below [6]:

![Fig. 1. Evolutionary Computing](image)

**B. Characteristics**

The basic characteristics of the pervasive computing have been derived as follows [7]:

- **Intelligent:** The computing devices are intelligent enough to learn by user behavior and preferences. The devices are adaptable to user needs. Ambient intelligence helps to perform all work proactively.
- **Embedded:** Devices are implanted in user environment but stay invisible but transparent.
- **Context Awareness:** Operations are aware of physical and logical context in which they happen and adapt according to environment.
- **Autonomous:** The user does not directly interact or interfere with the system delivered services.

**C. Risks**

Following are the potential risks screened in pervasive computing environment [8]: The risks of pervasive computing can be categorized into three categories i.e. Social, Environmental and Human risks.

**Social Risks:** Following are the social risks in pervasive environment:

- **Undermine privacy regulations due to identification with ICT**
- **Computer crimes due to ICT networking**
- **Undermine causation principle due to uncontrolled complexity**
- **Loss of social contacts or isolation due to ubiquitous information access**
- **The economy of attention dominates over culture**
- **Restricted consumer freedom of choice due to pervasion of life by ICT**

**Environmental Risks:**

- **Increased usage of toxic material due to miniaturization of ICT**
- **Increased power consumption**
- **Disposal issues**
- **Small product service life due to virtual wear outs**
- **More Residential energy consumptions**

**Human Risks:**

- **Health hazard by NIR exposure**
- **Health issues due to physical contact with microelectronics**
- **Health problems by active implants**
- **Poor ergonomics causing stress**
- **The Unpredictable technical systems causing stress**

**D. Applications**

Following are the application areas of pervasive computing:

- **Communications:** This area in general affects all other forms of data transmission and serves as a precondition for information technology.
- **Logistics:** To keep track of logistical goods and transport chain of materials.
- **Motor traffic:** Automobiles invisible assistance system to drivers by Networking with other vehicles and surroundings.
- **Military:** The development of new weapons and processing of cryptographic information for fighting against external threats.
- **Production:** This computing helps in developing decentralized production systems to monitor, configure and control it.
- **Smart homes:** The smart technology deployed in smart homes has devices for home lighting, heating, ventilation and communication.
- **E-commerce:** The smart objects have location based services and instructing software agents to carry out business transactions smoothly.
- **Inner security:** The smart cards are deployed as identification systems i.e. electronic passport for inner security. The monitoring systems are utilized for surveillance of airports and power grid.
- **Medical technology:** The multifunctional, miniaturized medical applications are used for intelligent implants.

**E. Challenges**

As various technologies like microelectronics, sensors, localization, security protocols, HCI and machine to machine communication are inherent in pervasive computing so there are various challenges faced by it which have been drawn below [7, 9, and 10]:

- **Heterogeneity:** In distributed systems to provide various types of devices, networks and environments pose challenge.
- ** Scalability:** In distributed systems, increasing the number of resources and large scale deployments pose difficulty.
- **Dependability and Security:** In mission critical systems, provision of availability, reliability, integrity, safety is difficult to maintain.
- **Privacy and Trust:** In mobile computing, it’s not only difficult to define the trust amongst different devices but also protecting against bad usage of data poses challenges.
- **Interoperability:** In mobile computing maintaining
• Interactions among components to permit their association are really cumbersome task.
• Mobility: It is very challenging to provide data access anywhere and anytime in mobile computing environment.
• Context Awareness: Inferring context information is a difficult task in mobile computing by user state information.
• Context Management: Adapting to current situation by modifying system behavior as per context information is cumbersome.
• Transparent User Interaction: Minimal distraction needs are raised in ubiquitous environment for merging UI with real world.
• Invisibility: It’s very difficult to make computers disappear in the background in pervasive computing.

III. MODELS: PERVERSIVE COMPUTING

This section of paper deals with various models of pervasive computing for risk management, access control, privacy control, identity management, trust management and service discovery.

A. Risk Management

Various models have been proposed in past for risk assessment and management. As risk management is basically an idea of how to identify the computing environment risks, how to assess them and then how to mitigate them. The computer crime and abuse survey [11] says that around 42% respondents experience mobile devices theft, out of which 6% incurs intellectual property loss. Various risk assessment strategies like OCTAVE [12], MEHARI [13], CRAMM [14] have been used for assessing risks for mobile devices. First all the asset value, threats, vulnerabilities are identified and then categorization is done. Once categorization is completed, asset value categories, threats, vulnerabilities are calculated to further mitigate them. After risk calculation, adaption through community is done to mitigate them [15]. The temporary risk matrix is provided in Table 1[15].

Table 1: Risk Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Value</th>
<th>Threat Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the ubiquitous environment, the risk probability is associated with the degree of interaction amongst computing devices for which the following formula is presented [16]:

\[ P_i = F(X_i) + Z_i \tag{1} \]

Where

\[ P_i = \text{Risk Probability Distribution} \]

\[ F_i = \text{Feature vector interaction which has feature elements for context specification.} \]

\[ Z_i = \text{Random Distribution Vector} \]

B. Access Control

The main objective of access control on system should be putting restrictions on the actions a legitimate user performs on a given resource [17]. Various models for access control include Role based access control to enforce organizational policies for large distributed environment[18,19]. The GRBAC (Generalized role based access control) used environmental roles for contextual information capture [20]. The model GTRBAC (Generalized Temporal RBAC) was used to differentiate between enabled and active role [21]. The spatial Role based access control introduces constraints based on user location and the location space is furcated into zones and an access permission is granted for satisfaction of role condition [22]. For supporting dynamic access permissions, DRBAC (Dynamic role based access control) came into picture [23]. The access role is also activated when contextual constraints gets satisfied by using state checking machine[24]. The CRAAC model was designed to decouple context infrastructure and AC(access control) system for accommodating various contextual attributes[25].

C. Privacy Control

There is stringent need of privacy control in pervasive computing due to requirements of enhanced storage capability, minimization of sensors, invisible data capture and pervasive data communication. Privacy protection mechanisms include privacy awareness system[26](offers cooperation with anonym zing solutions),context driven identity management[27](anonymity level is highly situational),mist protocol[28](offers location privacy and connections anonymity), mix zones [29](combination of alterations of pseudonyms), privacy mirrors[30] (anonymity assured indirectly), privacy tagging models (high anonymity in trusted environments)[31]. The autonomous agents have been used for privacy management which requires common language for users, way to communicate privacy events, control of information flow context, negotiation of privacy control enforcements [32].

D. Identity Management

The service delivery system involves the identity information exchange. The modern system must be able to identify them in network for pervasive data exchange. The process of user identification is done by re-authentication where every individual of group re authenticate himself before getting a new key [33,34]. Other models for identity management include entity recognition by pluggable recognition module [35] and Resurrecting Duckling model where a slave device pose to be a master device by transfer of imprinting key[36]. An efficient authorization may be achieved via context and location based information on encryption [37]. As in pervasive
environment it is very difficult for users to prove their identity by authentication every time so Non-intrusive assertion systems are developed to become aware of user intentions [38]. The contextual attributes like location and manufacturer certificate are required to validate user level quality assurance [39].

E. Trust Management

Trust is amongst the most vital element in pervasive computations and a relation between trusted and trustee [40]. Trust is used for user protection based on gathered trustworthy information [41]. The distributed trust architecture must include a clearly stated security policy, proper assignment of credentials to users, delegation of trust to trusted third party [42]. Trust models are also based on user’s behavior and link it to authentication protocol. Before the service provisioning, trustworthiness needs to be evaluated [43]. The net value of trust is combination of direct and indirect trust and whenever the trust value expires, it updates itself. SSRD+ (secure resource discovery) model used the dynamic trust relationships to specify behavioral characteristics to make whole resource discovery process secure. This privacy secure model also consults the user in case of response to a higher security level service request [44]. Another trust model is TOMS (Trust computation and management system) which is able to establish trust relation between distributed nodes and involve the efficient computation system [45]. The multicast mechanism is used for dynamic and agile systems like wireless sensor networks or MANETs.

F. Service Discovery

It is a mechanism of developing dynamic infrastructure where users need particular services and service providers advertise the services. The network needs to be self-managed and healing by automatic service detection. Service location protocol (SLP) by IETF is used with IP networking for service discovery. Other protocols are BSDP (Bluetooth service discovery protocol), iSNS (Internet storage name service), XMPP service discovery (XEP-0030), UDDI (Universal Description discovery and integration), SAP (session announcement protocol for discovering RTP sessions), WPAD (Web proxy auto discovery protocol) [46].

IV. IMPACTS: PERSUASIVE COMPUTING

The pervasive computing which has become ubiquitous in nature poses serious impacts on environment, health and society. The following are the impacts that pervasive/ubiquitous computing has made over years [47]:

The environmental impacts:

- Increased resource consumption: Due to increased demand of pervasive device components, total energy consumption has resulted in global resource depletion.
- End of Life treatment: Pollutants release by waste disposal causes bad impact on environment.
- Increased individual traffic: Due to support for independence from fixed locations.

The Health related impacts:

- Exposure to NIR (Non ionizing radiations): The thermal effects of NIR exposure cause negative impact on body tissues.
- Physical contact with human body: Active implants cause several side effects to human body.
- Consumer freedom of choice: People who are not able to use technology are deprived of certain services.
- Information Overload: Users will be flooded with information with more use of ICT.
- Privacy issues: Accumulation of RFID kind technology may threaten more by eavesdropping of unsecure RF (radio frequency) interfaces.
- Security issues: Security may be undermined by technology failure.

V. CLOUD READINESS IMPLEMENTATION OF PERVERSIVE APPLICATIONS

The organizations are quite challenged to manage cloud risks. The blocking factors that cause a cloud to switch to non-cloud option are privacy, technical and compliance aspects[48]. First assess the potential delivery models, goals and solution for cloud sourcing. Identify all factors that may be a blocking factor in future to resolve the conflicts and continuously improve the cloud sourcing checklist. The cloud delivery characteristics include service level quality, pay per use, availability, scalability, supplier market, dynamicity and flexibility [49]. We have utilized a smart vendor [50] which indicates the application readiness for PaaS environment. The score is calculated by source code scan and information gathered by a questionnaire. The code patterns which are able to adopt PaaS environment gives positive score and the code patterns which are tweaked before doing migration, results in negative score. The code for smart power reader has been downloaded from Github [51]. We have taken Smart power Reader application and the cloud readiness results are depicted below in Fig. 2.

The application cloud ready score is 61.2 where the questionnaire survey tells that the cloud ready score is 46.8
whereas the code scans tells that the cloud ready score is 75.6. There are 02 roadblocks and 5.4 blockers. In the Fig. 3 given below the survey questions have been answered for the application Smart power reader as follows:

VI. BENCHMARKING IMPLEMENTATION OF A PERVERSIVE APPLICATION

The benchmarking of softwares is used for the quantitative performance evaluation. The software design features are understood for building a good benchmark [52]. This section has implemented the benchmarking of a pervasive application i.e. Smartfarm, code for which has been taken from Github repository [53]. The application benchmarking has been done as per technology and application properties by a smart software vendor [54]. The vendor builds its own metrics repository by scanning the application and then dispersing the metrics over globe. The application properties are depicted as in Fig. 4 given below:

The pervasive application has been benchmarked as per technology used in Fig. 5, 6 and 7 given below:
VII. CONCLUSION

Modern computing paradigms are ubiquitous in nature which has enabled a great need of deep analysis on risks inherent in such systems. The research poses explanation facility for various pervasive computing concepts like risks, access control, privacy control, identity management, trust models, challenges, service discovery and cloud readiness for migration to cloud. Various impacts of the computing on human life, health and social behavior have been described in the section 4. The research has implemented the cloud readiness for a pervasive application by a smart software vendor solution. The paper has provided strong foundation for benchmarking of smart applications as it is required for enhancing qualitative performance. This research provides the basis for proposing new models based on correlation between risk management and quality assurance in ubiquitous computing environment.
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